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The story for investors

Investment conclusions

The title of this research piece alone would signal alarm on inflation,
a topic which we examined in our Weekly Report No.1 and
concluded that the causes and outlook of inflation in Asia were
different from those of G3 ,or indeed, G20.Here we focus on the
sectoral implications of these price movements. Asian economies
are not only importers of commodities but also producers, some of
them exporters of oil, coal and rice. Asian shipping companies are
major global players and Hong Kong, Shanghai and Singapore are
major ports and centres of global trade. It would follow that,
sectorally speaking, not all price news are good/bad news although
differentiation between the sectoral and company level and macro
impact is important.

The differentiation here between “winners and losers” of
price movements transcends national frontiers as Asian
economies, which import as well as export commodities, may
experience both costs and benefits. Higher oil and LNG prices
face lower coal prices, which benefit electricity and steel but
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at the cost of the higher CO emissions. Supply chain
constraints and port congestions can benefit shipping
companies. Higher freight rates add to the cost of imported
food, although some food, like rice, has registered prices
declines, which impact national exporters. On balance, Asian
shipping firms could be net gainers, although their home
economies may be net losers in terms of trade balance
effects.

Soft, hard commodities and energy prices: not all rising!

A note on price interlink ages

The price of soft/food commodities reflects not only demand
but also the impact of weather on supplies. Foodstuffs of
importance in the Asian diet include soya for soy oil, corn
(maze), also used as pork fodder, and wheat for noodles. Rice
is a category of its own as a universal key component of Asian
diets.Fig.1 shows that the price of Soya has fallen throughout
2021 reflecting good crops, while corn prices have remained
relatively flat in the second half of 2021 with wheat prices
having risen mostly reflecting the impact of weather. Rice
prices, however, have fallen through 2021.The major
producers of rice in the world are China, India and Indonesia,
while the major global exporters are India, Thailand and
Vietnam. In the area of hard commodities (Fig.1) copper prices
made a strong recovery in mid 2020 and have risen since then
reflecting the recovery of the global economy and in particular
of electrical goods and related industries. Iron ore prices,
however, saw a steep fall triggered by the drop in demand in
China as steel output was reduced with the slowdown in the
economy and also as the authorities tightened up on
compliance on emissions. And to show the interlinkage of
policies and of their impact on different commodity prices,
Fig.2 shows the rapid increase in the price of thermal coal,
which is used primarily for the production of electricity, the
demand for which rose steeply during the energy crisis in
China during 3Q.21.However the price rise has now reversed
as the energy situation started to stabilize.

The acceleration of policies controlling CO2 emissions has
led to some complex price interrelations. Relatively cheaper
coal makes LNG less competitive as a substitute in power
production, while relatively expensive oil makes both coal
and LNG relatively more competitive while adding support to
the substitution of electric cars for petrol-driven ones- but as
long the electricity powering them is of green origin !
Fig 1: Soya (gr), Corn (yel), Wheat (red), Copper (Br), Iron (bl),
2019-21 (Bloomberg)
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Energy price dynamics and export/imports links.
The steep rise in the price of oil (see Fig. 2) in 2021 reflected
primarily Saudi Arabia and OPEC cutting back supplies, while
global demand remained robust, and also oil producers
making a statement at the UN COP 26 anti-oil pact, plus
accumulated production and distribution problems, including
shortages of truck drivers, cold weather and low inventories.
Asia Pacific accounted for 8.4% of the world's oil production
in 2020 led by China and India, China being the world's fifthlargest oil-producer. Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia also
added to this list and all could benefit, albeit modestly, by the
higher oil prices had they not also been major importers of
oil, especially China and India. Similar the price of NLG was
pushed to record highs in Europe where the situation was
made worse by restrictions in Russian gas supplies connected
with the politics of a gas pipe supplying the EU.
With the politics of a gas line from Russia, the immediate
impact
on electricity prices and cold weather.
Factbox: Shipping freight rates, Dry cargo (red), Large tankers (blue),
Containers (green), 2017-21 (Bloomberg)

Fig 2: Oil (Black), LNG (green), Thermal coal (brown) 2017-21

Source: Bloomberg

The Asian view of commodities and shipping freight rates
As far as shipping freights are concerned and their sectoral
impact on Asia, consider the following: Data for the largest 10
container shipping firms in the world show the dominance of
purely Asian firms occupying 5 positions out of 10. (Position
in brackets as of August 2021): Cosco (China, 4), ONE
(Singapore, Japan- owned, 6), Evergreen (Taiwan, 7), HMM
(S.Korea, 8), Yang Ming(Taiwan, 9). This list is shown as
indicative only and not as a recommended set of companies.
However, it is illustrative of the importance of Asian shipping
companies in global trade and the strong markets in which
they are currently operating.

.The charts in the Factbox show the sharp increases in the dry
cargo and container freight rates during 2020-21 but a
declining/flat trend the freight of large tankers (VLCC). The
latter is explained by a combination of the rising supply of new
tankers plus the restriction in the output of oil and the
dampening effect of the global recession in 2020.Conversely,
however, the supply chain problems, unequal distribution of
empty containers, port congestion and general shortages of
land transport to service the movement of containers, led to
record rises in container freights, a situation also mirrored in
dry cargo.In the latter sector there was the factor of demand
for goods , rather than services, which was triggered by the
pandemic as well as demand for commodities and food.
The container situation is structural rather than cyclical and
could be resolved by 2Q.22 with freights normalizing.
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Turning now to the prices of soft and hard commodities and
of energy, the different trends help to separate some of the
winners and losers in Asia. Rice exporters such as India and
Thailand will face more difficult time. Not so ,however,
Indonesian exporters of thermal coal, notwithstanding the
climate related issues here. Major Asian importers of oil, such
as China and India, will register a trade balance impact as
well as with their imports of LNG. However the differential of
the LNG-Oil price versus that of coal will only work in coal’s’
favor in the short run given the climate policy commitments
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of all major Asian CO emitters including China and India.
Similar issues will also face Indonesia, as coal-powered
electricity is now a climate pariah.
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